Basic concepts in cellular cardiac electrophysiology: Part II: Block of ion channels by antiarrhythmic drugs.
Antiarrhythmic drugs have relative specificity for blocking each of the major classes of ion channels that control the action potential. The kinetics of block is determined by the state of the channel. Those channel states occupied at depolarized potentials generally have greater affinity for the blocking drugs. The kinetics of the drug-channel interaction is important in determining the blocking profile observed clinically. The increased mortality resulting from drug treatment in CAST and several atrial fibrillation trials has resulted in a shift in antiarrhythmic drug development from the Na+ channel blocking (Class I) drugs to the K+ channel blocking (Class III) drugs. While both Classes of drugs have a proarrhythmic potential, this may be less for the Class III agents. Their lack of negative inotropy also make them more attractive. It is important that the potential advantages of these agents be evaluated in controlled clinical trials. In several laboratories, the techniques of molecular biology and biophysics are being combined to determine the block site of available drugs. This information will aid in the future development of agents with greater specificity, and hopefully greater efficacy and safety than those currently in clinical use.